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Hawky fans brawl at home game
by Bruce Arculus
A hockey game broke out at the
fight last Thursday.
About fifty people were involved
in a mini-riot during the first game of
the Laurier Golden Hawks-York
Yeomen series.
One York fan even clambered up
on the glass partition and "did a
super-fly" into the heart of the melee.
"Well, hockey is an emotional
game," said WLU Security Chief
John Baal. "It was a real donny-
brook."
The 20-minute fight began when
a Laurier fan in the packed Waterloo
arena leaned over the boards and
belted a York player, eyewitnesses
said.
"I didn't think a fight would break
out," said the fan who claims to have
started it all. "I was really drunk ... I
just leaned out and hit him. Next
thing 1 know, all these York fans
came running over and hit me,
ripped my shirt, and broke my
glasses."
The fan, whose part in the fight
was confirmed by other witnesses,
asked not to be identified.
Nobody was seriously injured, said
Baal, and the worst offenders may
be charged.
Charges will be filed against at
least one fan, Baal added.
"Two people, not students at either
university, came with the York fans
and were absconding with one of our
hats," Baal said.
The hat was taken from Ron
Langley, one of the Laurier security
officers involved in breaking up the
fight, Baal said.
"Ron saw them leaving, and one
thing led to another," Baal said. "He
wasn't hurt, just looked worse than
he actually was. He suffered a cut
and a lump on his forehead."
Laurier Athletic Director Rich
Newbrough labelled it an unfortu-
nate occurrence. "The York fans
came out of their section, but you've
got to assume we (Laurier fans) agi-
tated the situation," he said.
"There was an awful lot of booze
there," he said.
Baal said four or five sports bags
full of beer were confiscated. "It was
a large amount of alcoholic bever-
ages confiscated ... from the York
fans especially."
Newbrough said "poor planning"
played a part in the fight. "We tried
to accommodate the York fans by
reserving their seats. They got here
late, and we didn't check very well
for booze."
Laurier lost the game 6-4, and lost
the best of three with a 6-3 loss to
York Saturday. No incidents of fight-
ing were reported Saturday.
What a riotf taurier Golden Hawk and York Yeomen fans fought It out in the
stands as the hockey teams watched. Coach Newbrough blames the extra
action on poor planning. CORD photo by Andrew M. Dunn
Student tenants hope for rent rebate
by Sarah Hayward and Bruce
Arculus
Local property manager Terry
Good may be ordered to repay up
to $50,000 in rent collected from
UW and WLU students since Sep-
tember 1984.
Student residents of 10 Austin
Drive received a letter from a Resi-
dential Tenancy Commission
(RTC) investigator informing them
they were being charged $200 per
month over the legal limit, said
Matt Erickson of the University of
Waterloo Legal Resource Centre.
In 1984 provincial law stated
any annual increase of more than
six percent must be approved by
the Tenancy Commission.
In hearings that dragged over
five months, Good told the RIC he
spent $70,000 for renovations to
the 15-unit building in the summer
of 1984 before increasing rent from
$325 to $525 monthly, according
to Erickson.
"Some work had been done,"
said Erickson, "but not to the extent
that Terry Good said."
Dean Salter, a second-year
Laurier student who lived at 10
Austin Drive last year, told the
Cord renovations including paint-
ing the house, new bathroom
shower stalls, and new gypsum in
some walls were completed by
Good.
However, Joelle Dosman, a
second-year psychology student
cited problems with the building at
10 Austin Drive.
"There was no heat control at all
and no security at all — a lot of
bikes were stolen. The plumbing
was really screwed up," she said.
"There were no covers on the
outlets — a majority of them were
bare, and the driveway was never
plowed.''
Erickson said $38,000 of the
renovation money was paid to a
federal numbered company, which
had been active only once pre-
viously. The company was invol-
ved in either a musical or motorcy-
cle promotion in British Columbia,
according to Erickson.
Erickson said the principal of the
company appeared in court to tes-
tify the company did no renova-
tions and did not receive payment.
"We hope it will set a precedent
— if landlords decide to raise rent
by $200 a month without going
through legal procedures, they'll
think twice," Erickson said.
Champagne's bubble bursts
OTTAWA (CUP) — The Ministry
of Youth is a political tool to recruit
young members to the Progressive
Conservative party, youth minister
Andree Champagne wrote in a Jan-
uary 6 letter.
In the letter, leaked by NDP youth
critic Howard McCurdy March 6,
Champagne writes "2.5 of 4.5 mil-
lion young Canadians (15-24) will
be casting a vote for the first time in
1988. Support to the recruitment
efforts of the PC Youth Federation
will be a pre-writ priority for the
government."
Champagne's letter, addressed
simply to "My dear colleague,"
attempts to win support, presumably
from fellow Tory MPs, for "Year
Two" of the Ministry of Youth. The
Ministry spent its $24 million budget
last year organizing activities and
funding projects to celebrate Interna-
tional Year of Youth (IYY).
"Public expectations created by
IYY require careful management,
expecially in light of the significant
diminution in youth-related spending
(close to $ 100 million since the elec-
tion,)" Champagne writes. The $ 100
million is her figure.
The "diminution" possibly refers
to Katimavik, cut by $30 million last
year and eliminated in February,
saving an additional $20 million. It
may also refer to the $33 million cut
from the Challenge '86 student
summer job creation program, an-
nounced in December 1985.
In light of this, Champagne writes,
"The package (the Ministry of
Youth) is modestly priced at $7.5
million."
Asked to comment, Champagne's
press attache Caroline Carel said,
"Madame Champagne has been in a
meeting — she hasn't had time to see
the copy of the letter. I have not seen
it."
Asked about the letter in Question
Period March 6, Champagne said
she did not know what letter
McCurdy was referring to. She later
briefly met reporters, but only to tell
them of measures for youth con-
tained in the February 26 budget.
The resignations last month of
Champagne's press secretary, her
legislative assistant and her policy
advisor, as well as the omission of
her ministry from federal spending
estimates tabled February 27, has
led opposition MPs to speculate the
ministry is being abolished.
McCurdy said he had little reason
to doubt that the letter, which arrived
in his office in a brown paper enve-
lope, is authentic.
"The letter clearly delineates the
cynically opportunistic approach of
the government and its ministers in
dealing with youth issues, concerns
which two recent task force reports
have identified as critical," he said.
In the letter, Champagne writes, "1
seek resources to respond to the
serious 'information gap' facing
young people."
She says the ministry is politically
important because "opposition atten-
tion to youth will be amplified in early
1986. The NDP Task Force on
Youth, chaired by critic Howard
McCurdy, and the Senate Special
Committee on Youth, headed by
Senator Jacques Hebert, will release
reports within weeks of each other."
Inside
Calendar blues
A re-wording on page 11 of the
new undergraduate course ca-
lendar is bothering the Students'
Union quite a bit. What does
this mean for students? page 3
Voice of the
underground
Check out two features explor-
ing the evolution of hardcore
music and the punk movement
in North America. Does it have
a future? j ,
Early warning
too late
Pauline Jewett is concerned
about Canada'srole in the whole
Star Wars scheme of things.
She spoke of her concerns on
campus recently.
page 5
Science fiction
winner!
The poetry page presents a first-
place winner for 1985'sScience
Fiction Club short story contest.
page 15
cont on page 2
"I'll be satisfied to see him
ordered to pay the money. What he
did was wrong, and he shouldn't
get away with it," said Salter.
UW students first approached
Erickson (now UW Federation of
Students Vice-President: University
Affairs) last April with the letter
from the RTC.
Erickson said University of
Waterloo's Students' Federation
has agreed to pay court costs up to
$1,500 in the event of a loss.
A decision on the case is expec-
ted in one to three weeks, Erickson
said.
Good said he was unwilling to
discuss the matter with media until
a decision is made by the RTC.
The RTC also said they will not
comment on the case until a deci-
sion is handed down.
news
Case ofmissing pianos still unsolved
by Audrey Ramsay
The mystery of the missing pia-
nos, taken from the Theatre Audito-
rium on February 7, may remain just
that — a mystery.
An investigation is being carried
out by Wilfrid Laurier University
campus security and Waterloo Re-
gional Police to locate the three
Yamaha pianos. John Baal, chief of
Security, said they have come up
with a lot of dead ends, and severed
leads have been abandoned.
"We have searched every serial
number and it appears they are miss-
ing," said Baal.
Earl Raynor, director of Personnel
and Administrative Services stated
there must be a defect in the inven-
tory system since one of the pianos
was missing since last May without
anyone noticing.
Baal added that it is easy f or the
pianos to be moved.
"There are always trucks (outside
the loading dock of the TA) and it's
quite possible that people dressed as
workmen may have moved them "
he said.
Baal is still optimistic.
"We are following a strong lead...
1 just hope it won't turn out to be
negative.''
He also said it would be impossi-
ble to divulge more details without
arousing suspicion.
According to Anna Bier, execu-
tive assistant to the Dean of Music,
the retail price for each piano is
$4,500.
Raynor said the pianos are insured
and the insurance company will be
notified if the pianos are not found.-
Baal said security has been temp-
ted to give up the case, but added
that they are still investigating at the
present time.
New hours of operation have been
set for the TA, and it is being
patrolled more often by WLU secu-
rity.
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Rent rebate
cont from page 1
Applications are available in the Cord
offices for the following positions:
Sports Editor
Circulation and Filing Manager
Photo Manager
Photo Technician — Yearbook
Yearbook Editor
Yearbook Assitant Editor
Applications must b© submitted to Lynn Kurtz, c/oCord offices, NCC, by Friday March 14,1986 at 4.
ClassicCharacters.
"Bucks for books, not bombs"
Winnipeg marchers demand more funds
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Carrying
signs reading "Bucks for books not
bombs" and "There's no Tory like a
lavatory" two hundred University of
Winnipeg students demonstrated
against federal funding cutbacks
February 28.
"The federal government doesn't
put post-secondary students as a
budget priority and this is our way of
showing them that education is a
right for all Canadians," said U of W
student council internal coordinator
Michael Sunley. "It's important for
the federal government to realize
that education is a vital part of the
economy and is necessary for the
long term."
U of W student council president
Sheena Campbell said the protest
was called in response to the federal
budget and was designed to make
education underfunding a Manitoba
election issue.
"I understand the federal debt is a
problem but why does the govern-
ment hit students and the middle
class?" said U of W student council
president Sean MacDonald. "Why is
the priority with the corporations and
not the people?"
Conservative senator Duff Roblin
told the protestors the reductions in
federal transfer payments won't
affect the quality of post-secondary
education in Canada. Roblin said
federal grants for education will in-
crease by $ 12 million or 6.3 percent
next year.
"The deficit is burdensome," Rob-
lin said. "The government has to
borrow just to meet the interest
burden."
U of W president Carol Krebs said
she disagreed with Roblin.
"How does it (the 6.3 percent
increase) address the inflation rate of
over ten or twelve percent?" Krebs
said. "It's the standard federal argu-
ment. Post-secondary education is a
priority with us and we're trying to
make it a priority with them. They're
just stonewalling us with these num-
bers."
Not everyone present agreed with
the purpose of the protest.
"If they can afford to spend their
time marching they can go out and
find a job," said Tom Sparling,
former University of Manitoba stu-
dent council executive member. "It
costs $ 100,000to educate a student
and these students are only paying
$1,000."
Sunley said the U of W student
council had received letters of sup-
port from Manitoba premier Howard
Pawley, John Turner, Eld Broadbent
and the Canadian Federation of
Students.
"This is indicative that all Canadi-
ans realize the need for education
and the government must act on this
now," Sunley said.
Paul Martin returns to WLU
by Kelly Jackson
"The loss and disappearance of
historical documents is tragic," said
former WLU chancellor Paul Mar-
tin, who was at Laurier last Mon-
day to discuss his latest book A
Very Public Life.
History is important to Martin
and he feels there is a lack of
memoirs of great Canadian lead-
ers. Martin served on Parliament
Hill for 39 years, under four prime
ministers: King, St. Laurent, Pear-
son and Trudeau. He said he par-
ticipated in many important events
and wanted to get them down in
writing.
His book deals with the peace
treaty, NATO problems, why
Canada supports NATO, arms con-
trol, Canada's position in the Viet
Nam war and many other occur-
rences in politics while Martin
served his politic term. The retired
politician said he hopes his book
will be studied if not agreed with.
Martin stated that the govern-
ment is an extremely complicated
system and it is inevitable that mis-
takes will be made. He is amazed
at Brian Mulroney whom he feels is
a resilient and resourceful prime
minister. But he also said John
Turner is becoming politically stron-
ger and "by the next election, who
knows?"
The statesman said he was
pleased to have the opportunity to
revisit WLU, feeling that the uni-
versity is one of the most significant
institutions for learning in Ontario.
He also said he was pleased to
hear the new chancellor would be a
woman, Maureen Forrester.
For four-and-a-half years follow-
ing 1972, Paul Martin served as a
chancellor at WLU. At this time he
was Canada's High Commissioner
to Great Britain and would fly back
twice a year for Laurier's spring
and fall convocations. In tribute to
this distinguished and outstanding
Canadian, WLU named the Paul
Martin Centre in his honour in
1980.
An old friend of Martin, Richard
Taylor, WLU's informationofficer
describes Martin as warm, gener-
ous and entertaining, stating, "He
knows everyone who is important.
No one's experience comes close to
his."
WLUSU upset by calendar change
by Bruce Arculus
Wilfrid Laurier Undergraduate
Calendar 1984-85: "Student Union
Building: The Union is student-
owned and operated ...."
Wilfrid Laurier Undergraduate
Calendar 1985-86: "Student Union
Building: The Student Union Build-
ing is operated by the students ...."
University president Dr. John
Weir says he had the wording
changed "because it was mislead-
ing and seemed inaccurate."
Student president Matt Certo-
simo says Weir "is attempting to
change the reality of ownership."
The disagreement between Cer-
tosimo and Weir arises from the
question of ownership of the Stu-
dent Union Building/Nichols Cam-
pus Centre.
The Student Union renamed the
building after dean of students Fred
Nichols at the annual WLUSU
awards Dinner January 27. The
university says the students don't
own the building and are not em-
powered to name it.
WLUSU vice-president: univer-
sity affairs Melany Franklin and
Certosimo both say Weir sides-
tepped the Calendar Committee,
which determines final copy
changes in the calendar.
"It makes a farce of the whole
committee system," said Franklin.
Weir said the university's Board
of Governors have determined the
building is owned by the school. "I
felt it appropriate that the line be
changed, so I phoned Barry Lyon
(WLU Publications Manager) to
have it changed. The old wording
made no sense.
"In fact, the Union is owned by
the students, but the building is
owned by the school," Weir said.
Weir said his intention was to
clear up misleading copy in any
university publications.
Certosimo disagrees with Weir's
actions. "Any changes in the calen-
dar have to go through a process,
regardless of whether you're the
president of the university or not.
That's why you have the process in
place.
"Secondly, matters relating to
WLUSU (in the calendar) are part
of the relationship managed by the
Operating Procedures Agreement.
Therefore, any changes must occur
only through consultation with both
parties. Weir hasn't yet responded
to my request for consultation on
this matter," said Certosimo.
"It was a legitimate change... he
was totally within his rights," said
Barry Lyon, chairman of the course
calendar committee.
Lyon explained that while aca-
demic changes must be processed
through Senate, Dr. Weir and/or
the Board of Governors have the
right to request changes in rules
and regulations and day-to-day
operations.
Lyon said the calendar was late
this year because a new program in
the Faculty of Music did not receive
approval until very late. The infor-
mation took up more space than
was planned and necessitated a re-
working of the calendar.
"It's still the first calendar out in
Ontario," he said.
CUP motion causes commotion
by Andrea Cole
A motion to support such groups
as the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation, the Frente Sandanista de
Liberation Nacional, and the Sinn
Fein (the political wing of the Irish
Republican Army) is exciting com-
ment from Canadian University
Press (CUP) member papers and a
little media attention to boot.
The Halifax Daily covered the
story, but CUP president Martha
Muzychka isn't too concerned
about the attention. "So far as we
know that's the only one (non-
university paper to cover the sto-
ry)," she said "No one seems too
concerned about it now."
The motion, passed at the CUP
48 national conference in Abbots-
ford, British Columbia between
December 26, 1985 and January
3, also raised some eyebrows at
Carleton University, where Char-
latan editor Chris Wattie has been
receiving letters to the editor.
"One wonders if, while packing
to return home for Christmas, CUP
members forgot to pack their
brains," wrote Paul Cantin, a jour-
nalism student at Carleton.
Wattie maintains that the motion
to support the PLO, IRA, and
other 'fun' organizations was "hypo-
critical, facetious, and leftier-than-
thod. It was just masturbation."
"It's amazing the amount of
media attention that such a tiny
Election '86 results
The following are the results of
the recent Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity Students' Union Elec-
tions:
President: Brian Thompson, 369 votes
Executive Vice-President: Ross
Legault, 436 votes
Vice-President: University Affairs:
Jeff Burchill, 361 votes
Ratifications of acclamations
Arts Directors: 368 Yes votes
Business Directors: 260 Yes votes
Grad Director: 137 Yes votes
(all acclaimed positions remain filled by the
acclaimed directors)
Auditor's report was passed with 605
Yes votes.
The Development Fund parameters
also passed.
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Master of
Business
Administration I
Queen's University at Kingston offers a modern,
discipline-based approach to the study of management in
the complex organizations of today and tomorrow. The
learning atmosphere in the School of Business is lively,
informal, intimate and flexible. Persons from almost all
academic programs will find MBA studies rewarding.
Financial assistance is available.
Representatives from the School of Business will be on
Campus and would be happy to meet with students of any
Faculty interested in the Queen's MBA Program.
date: Wednesday, f'arch 19,1986
TIME: 1 :00
- 4:00 p.m. I
Room 334, Haoey Hall
place:
university of Waterloo I
n —J
issue is getting," he said.
Representatives of the Cord
voted against the motion.
"I didn't take it seriously," said
editor Fred Taylor, "1 also thought
it was a waste of time for a student
newspaper organization to try to
make political statements of such
international magnitude without
solid reasoning."
He said the motion was an insig-
nificant part of the conference.
"It's ridiculous," said Sports edi-
tor Robert Furlong, "It was in-
tended as a joke ... the fringe ele-
ment of CUP took it seriously."
The motion was presented by
the McGill Daily and the Campus
of Bishop's University. The origi-
nal motion read that "the national
features exchange give publicity
and support to the following libera-
tion struggles in its coverage ...(list
of groups)... subject to available
space."
The final motion includes PLO,
native peoples, the Vancouver five,
the African National Congress, the
Southwest People's Organization,
the Sinn Fein, the FSLN, the
League of Filipino students, the
East Timorese, the Metis, the
Afghan rebels, the Dene nation,
the Grenadian people, the Peoples
of the Dominican Republic, Haiti,
Chile, and Kampuchea, and Soli-
darnosc.
The plenary eliminated one
group from the motion: Peru's
Shining Path.
Minutes of the meeting quote
one member as asking if the list
included Cowboys for Christ.
Some debate occurred over
whether the motion was serious or
not, but the McGill Daily and the
Campus insisted that it was.
CUP is the oldest student press
organization in North America,
and comprises about 50 college
and university papers across the
country. It provides a network for
the exchange of news and other
ideas betweeen its members.
Students protest cuts
OTTAWA (CUP) — Students are
joining in a nation-wide revolt against
the Conservative government's Bill
C-96, which will amend the Estab-
lished Programs Financing Act to
cut a total of $6 billion in funding for
health care and post-secondary edu-
cation over the next five years.
Two thousand^students from the
capital region are expected at a
March 13 rally on Parliament Hill.
And Beth Brown, a second-year arts
student at Carleton who is organizing
the buses to the Hill, said more and
more students are linking crammed
classes and poor course selection to
federal policies.
At Memorial University in St.
John's, Nfld., the student council has
already collected 2000 signatures on
a petition they plan to send to Finance
Minister Michael Wilson. On March
19, Memorial students will join Col-
lege of Trades and Technology and
Marine Institute students at a rally to
discuss federal cutbacks.
The Ontario Federation of Stu-
dents has declared this week (March
10-14) a "Week of Action" to pro-
test funding cuts. Dr. Douglas
Wright, president of the University of
Waterloo, has agreed to shut down
the university for three hours March
12. He is asking professors who join
the demonstration to donate a day's
salary to the university's fund-raising
campaign.
At McMaster University in Hamil-
ton, Ont., the student council is dis-
tributing petitions soliciting signatures
from everyone in the McMaster
community to oppose the underfund-
ing of Ontario universities.
Student councils from Manitoba's
three universities have joined a pro-
vincial government-sponsored coali-
tion of groups to oppose the cuts.
The Manitoba Coalition on Health
and Higher Education is trying to
sway public opinion in favour of
more federal support for health care
and universities.
"Whether or not you think you
can turn it around in the short term is
not a reason for rolling over and play-
ing dead," said Tim Sale, a senior
Policy analyst in Manitoba's minis-
try of finance.
"Provincial opposition won't chan-
ge their (the federal government's)
minds, but public opinion will," Sale
said.
CUP
cont from page 3
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Complete with Blow Dry
_JU Perms $35.00
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* 28 University Ave. E.
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Rambo hamster invades Laurier campus
by Pauline Dantas
Laurier students are experiencing
something new this year. Rambo
Hamster has joined our populace
and he has a gusto that has never
been seen before. He's also becom-
ing more widespread.
The man responsible for the car-
toons appearing in the Cord since
September 17 is Ron Shuttleworth, a
third-year Honours Arts student
majoring in geography. He was
struck with the idea while doodling in
class and Rambo Hamster and Flee-
roy have become weekly features in
the Cord. They are part of W.L.U.-
L.A. (Wilfrid Laurier University
Liberation Army).
Shuttleworth decided with the aid
of partner Chris Van Allen to sell
sweatshirts of Rambo Hamster.
Shuttleworth and his friends were sit-
ting in the Torque Room when
someone joked about making sweat-
shirts, and Shuttleworth felt that stu-
dents would be interested in buying
them.
Shuttleworth emphasizes he
doesn't want to offend anyone with
Rambo Hamster. The character was
established to do what Laurier stu-
dents can't do or feel restricted from
doing.
"Rambo Hamster is impulsive and
opinionated," said Shuttleworth. He
believes that Laurier students can
relate to and identify with the charac-
ter.
Shuttleworth states that the entre-
preneurial line is merely a "momento
of 1986."
Shuttleworth is undecided about
continuing Rambo Hamster next
year. Cordreaders can look forward
to Fleeroy's plans to "harass Stu-
dents' Union president-elect Brian
Thompson because Fleeroy and
Rambo Hamster are terrorists with-
out a cause," said Shuttleworth.
The sweatshirts were designed by
Shuttleworth and initially 15 were
made. After those were sold, 12
more were ordered and eight of those
have already been sold.
Shuttleworth produced a comic
strip in his first year known as "Mos-
quito Man." He has also contributed
to Poetry WLU.Reflecting life at Laurier. Another edition of WLULA comes off the drawingboard of Rambo Hamster'screator, Ron Shuttleworth. cord photo by Andrew m. Dunn
Jewett speaks ofpeace and
denounces Star Wars
by Christine Bowman
The pending renewal of the
NORAD Agreement could be the
last opportunity to keep Canada out
of Star Wars, if Star Wars is imple-
mented, said Dr. Pauline Jewett, the
NDP critic for External Relations
and Women's Affairs. Jewett is also
a vocal peace activist.
Jewett spoke on Canada's invol-
vement in NORAD and its relation-
ship to Star Wars as part of Interna-
tional Women's Day.
Jewett outlined the problems with
the NORAD Agreement, its role
and the effect that Canada's partici-
pation in it could have. NORAD, the
North American Aerospace Defence
Command, is a joint Canada/U.S.
military command established in
1957 for the operation of Canadian
and American early warning sys-
tems.
"Canada will surely become invol-
ved in the U.S.'s nuclear military pol-
icies and operations if Canada
remains a participant in NORAD,"
stated Jewett.
Jewett began her involvement in
peace movements by sitting on parli-
amentary committees on Star Wars
and then NORAD. Canada's partic-
ipation in NORAD has been increas-
ing, and according to Jewett, "Brian
Mulroney's signing of the NORAD
agreement on March 18is the trojan
horse for the Star Wars program."
The role of NORAD includes
warning assessment of impending
missile attack, surveillance of space
satellites and threats to spacecraft
and to maintain a peacetime surveil-
lance system capable of detecting
and identifying unknown aircraft as
well as providing limited defence
against a cruise missile attack.
Currently, there are twenty-one
Distant Early Warning radars loca-
ted across the Canadian north for
bomber and cruise missile detection.
In 1989, radars will be replaced with
13 long and 39 short range modern
radars and will constitute the North
Warning System.
In a letter to the National League
of Women, Jewett stated, "There
was no public information or parlia-
mentary debate when Mulroney and
Reagan signed the North Warning
System Agreement in Quebec City
last March. The Conservatives are
making secret agreements and execu-
tive level defence deals with the Uni-
ted States. It is time for that to stop."
Jewett cites the absence of what is
known as the "ABM" clause for
Canada's involvement in NORAD
and Star Wars. "The ABM Treaty
supports the development of anti-
ballistic missile defences and is the
cornerstone of what little arms con-
trol there is," she said.
The "ABM" (which stands for
anti-ballistic missile) was changed to
aerospace in 1981. "The govern-
ment refuses to reinstate the "ABM"
which was dropped under myste-
rious circumstances in 1981," she
said. The clause read, "this Agree-
ment will not involve in any way, a
Canadian commitment to participate
in an active ballistic missile defence."
Therefore, it ruled out Canadian
involvement in Star Wars systems
through NORAD. Jewett stated,
"With peace talks going on in Gen-
eva, we should be taking steps
toward disarmament."
Jewett discussed public hearings
that were held across the country on
NORAD and Star Wars last year.
"They were five-minute interjections
and ninety percent of them were on
Star Wars. Canadians showed that
they were opposed to Star Wars and
showed a degree of imagination in
questioning that was breathtaking."
Jewett believes that it was the con-
cern shown by Canadians that con-
vinced Mulroney to give a qualified
"no" to Star Wars.
"NORAD is an American agree-
ment based on American strategic
documents. I'm very discouraged
that we in Canada haven't had any
independent reports."
According to an article in "Peace"
magazine, if Mulroney signs the
NORAD Agreement, there will pro-
bably be Star Wars weapons placed
in Canada. "Canada is directly along
the path of ballistic missiles flying
between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. Canadian official George
Lindsay has stated,'' for mid-course
interception, it is possible that it
would be desirable perhaps even
essential to locate certain sensors
readout stations in Canada. "
"The Canadian government's
position on NORAD and Star Wars
is contradictory," said Jewett. Accor-
ding to "Peace", the "Canadian
government has declined any official
support of Star Wars, while permit-
ting Canadian organizations to par-
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•Pre-university courses in a wide variety of academic subjects
•Bright facilities in downtown Guelph
•Fully equipped computer and science labs
•Small classes, personal attention, experienced staff.
For information or a visit, contact Mr. D. McCallum, Principal
Wyndham College, 121 Wyndham St., Guelph NIH 4E9
(519) 822-5515 j
PROCTER & GAMBLE
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
The Award
Emphasizes Procter & Gamble's tradition of broadly supporting and rewarding individual excellence.
Recognizes full-time students who combine superior academic achievement with outstanding
accomplishments and leadership skills in university activities.
(Jp to three $1000 prizes presented annually.
The Person
You will enter the final year of full-time studies in your current degree program in fall 1986.
Your "individual excellence" has been demonstrated in a well-rounded balance of extra-curricular and
academic achievements.
You are a permanent resident of Canada.
The Application
Obtain an application form from the Student Awards Office.
Complete the form, including the endorsement of a faculty member from your department.
Attach a copy of your most recent transcript.
Return the form to the Student Awards Office.
Procter &
\
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comment
Just people
I met with some members of Gay and Lesbian Liberation of Waterloo
last week to discuss this week's special Cord feature and heard a lot more.
The conversations proved interesting.
Two common themes wound their way through the discussion. The first
was about society's image of lesbians and gays. According to people
there, society stereotypes gay males as limp-wristed and effeminate,
females are seen as masculine, radical feminists. In addition to these
images, gays and lesbians are categorized as deviants and listed along
with child molesters, sexual perverts and lepers. They are unfairly labelled
by association with these groups and greatly misunderstood on their own.
What 1 found in the G.L.L.O.W. office at the University of Waterloo
was a group of very "normal" people: it might have been a Young Con-
servatives meeting. No one there aspired to careers in interior decorating
or gourmet cooking. They were just people meeting on common ground
like any other social organization. There is no reason to believe this group
to be unique.
The other recurring theme of our conversations was the image of self —
the images gays have of themselves. Gays are aware of society's images
but have to develop their own concept of self. Two of the people I talked
to saw their homosexuality and themselves in different ways.
Mike said his admission and acceptance of his homosexuality had been
a positive experience. It was healthier for him to accept his orientation
than to try to suppress it any longer. His friends supported him in his deci-
sion and didn't label him as a perverse deviant. For Mike coming out of
the closet was a positive experience.
John wasn't as fortunate with his self-discovery. He fought with his
homosexuality for most of his life: he hated his feelings and himself. He'd
even sought shock treatment as a "cure" until he was told by a psycholo-
gist he wasn't sick and would be better off to accept himself as he was.
John is still working at that and has the help of the Waterloo gay
community.
Homophobic labels cause untold anguish for lesbians and gays who
have no choice as to their sexual orientation. Without unfounded stereo-
types and labels gays would have easier lives and enjoy the same rights
and privileges everyone else does. Real information, beyond hearsay, is
available.
Congratulations should be extended to the Advisory Council on Off-
Campus Housing for helping new Laurier students find housing in K-W.
New students who haven't been accepted into residence are bang
mailed an exceptional "housing quest" information package with their resi-
dence rejection letters. The nine-page guide outlines tenants' legal rights
and lists useful phone numbers, such as small claims court, and average
rental prices. Laurier's Housing Office is picking up the tab for the addi-
tional postage expense.
I came to Waterloo late one summer after receiving notice of "no room
at the Laurier Inn." Information of the type now provided would have
been very much appreciated. Thank you to: Marja Gubbels, Catherine
Ould, Clive Baxter, Jim Hall and Mike Belanger. Keep up the good work.
Fred Taylor
Sex, violence and the silver screen
News comment
by
Sarah Hayward
"No one expresses more clearly the
delights of violence, the overtones of a
semiconscious sadism, the tendency to-
ward destruction,toward anarchy, which
is the base of American sex appeal."
— Lincoln Kirstein writing about James
Cagney's role as Tom Powers in The Pub-
lic Enemy
This observation from 1932, heralded the
dawn of a new trend in film — a trend in
which hatred of women would becom
increasingly intertwined with blatant sexual-
ity.
In 1931, when James Cagney, as gang-
ster Tom Powers in the film, The Public
Enemy, shoved half a grapefruit into his
girlfriend's face, one critic said it was "one of
the cruelest and most startling acts ever
committed on film."
Today, our society is burdened with a
sickening array of ever more cruel, ever
more startling acts on film. The poison of this
bitter misogyny that first appeared in '30s
films has permeated the film industry far
beyond that critic's wildest nightmares.
Last November Canadian University
Press (CUP) ran a story about a Concordia
student reporter's investigation of a com-
plaint about a snuff film. The film had been
rented to an 11-year-old child.
"In the video, a woman is held pinned
underneath a man," CUP reported. "A man
approaches with a pair of wire cutters, and
cuts off her finger. He then uses a jigsaw to
cut off her hand."
"The woman is cut open and a man
reaches inside her. He pulls out her heart and
intestines, and holds them above his head.
His t-shirt reads "Vida esta Morte" (life is
death)."
"The police couldn't seize the film because
it's legal,'' said CUP.
Last October, the KW area was rocked
by the cold-blooded murder of a university
student. Early in the evening last October a
19-year-old youth (Joey Baker) approached
Shelley Ellison as she sat crying on a park
bench in a Kitchener Park, and stabbed her
to death with a butcher knife.
Baker's sister told the KW Record the
murderer's favourite entertainment was
"watching violent, sexually explicit movies."
Ellison's mother had to be led from the
courtroom during the proceedings, scream-
ing hysterically at the murderer of her
daughter.
How many more mothers have to scream
for justice before our society curbs its toler-
ance of this hateful legacy? How many more
women have to be coldly slaughtered before
we cry out against violent pornography?
When will men and women unite to drown
out the weak cries for "freedom of speech"
with cries for freedom to live without fear?
All too often, civil libertarians who chafe
against the restraints for censorship are liv-
ing in an ideological fantasy world, untainted
by 'harsh reality'. These liberals are too far
away from the consequences of their naive
ideals to see the tears of anguished mothers.
They are not around to pick up the pieces of
lives ruined by their inane policies.
A recent study commissioned by the Met-
ropolitan Toronto Action Committee on
Public Violence Against Women and Child-
ren revealed college students display an
"unbelievable" acceptance of rape myths
and violence against women.
It's about time society's tolerance of the
perverted union of violence and sex in film is
stopped.
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Anger can be a sin
Let's talk about...
anger
by Tom York
I overheard a group of students over lunch trying to
reconstruct the Seven Deadly Sins from memory.
They came up with six — Pride, Lust, Envy, Glut-
tony, Sloth, Greed. The one they couldn't remember
was Wrath, or anger. Someone suggested it, but the
majority answered, "Oh, no anger's not a sin."
It's a slippery one, all right, an emotion as natural
as gladness or sorrow, and one that's worse to sup-
press than to vent. The Hebrew word for wrath is aph,
which literally means "snorting". And aph is attrib-
uted throughout the Old Testament to God Himself,
as in the New Testament it is attributed to Jesus on
more than one occasion.
Then why is anger a sin?
It has to do, apparently, with what you're angry
about, and how you express it. A small child, when he
doesn't get his way, may lie on the floor and kick his
heels and scream in fury. This behavior is understan-
dable, if not entirely acceptable, in a child of two; in an
adult of twenty it is neither understandable nor accep-
table — it's intolerable. And yet most of us have days
when we feel like snorting furiously, screaming prim-
ally. If we indulge in that urge often enough, we're
likely to be sent to a psychiatric ward, or a primal
therapist.
Anger becomes a deadly sin when the rage
expressed is inappropriate to the occasion. All of
Jesus' flashes of anger were directed against the
inhumanity, injustice, cruelty, and insensitivity of the
Pharisees and other religious leaders of his day. Tow-
ering rage against injustice — against child abuse, for
example — is one thing; but towering rage when the
car in front of us does not leap ahead the instant the
traffic light changes is another thing. And that
reminds me of a story ....
A friend of mine who is a script writer in Hollywood
was given the task along with several others of doctor-
ing a movie script for John Wayne in one of his last
Westerns. At a certain point in the movie, John
Wayne is frustrated. The bad guy he was out to get
has just been got by someone else, or the girl he's been
running from and has just come back to get has gone
off with somebody else — whatever: Wayne jumps
down off his horse in a rage, and expresses frustration.
Now, how do you come up with a line for the strong,
silent, granddaddy of machismo in his 75th movie
that will adequately express his masculine frustration
without hurting anybody? The script doctors spent
several weeks on the problem.
Finally, my friend came up with the solution.
Wayne dismounts in a towering rage, watching the
heroine, or the villain, or perhaps both, ride off.
Wayne is filled with larger-than-life frustration. What's
he to do? Wayne's breath would wilt the trees, his
snort would melt the rivers. He wheels around and
punches out his horse. Down falls the faithful horse,
dead. And Wayne walks off, feeling better.
If you have a horse, punch him. If you don't, you'll
just have to learn to control your temper.
(A P.S. for animal lovers: Wayne's gesture is not
so different from what Jesus did to the Gadarene
swine. In the Judeo-christian tradition, compassion is
strictly limited to the human species. So is sin. "Man is
the only animal that blushes, or needs to," as Mark
Twain said. And Hegel: "Only the animals are truly
innocent.")
Thanks
I would like to take this opportunity
to express my sincere thanks to all
those people who supported me in the
recent election.
I would especially like to thank
Roger Nault, who worked to the early
hours of the morning on many occa-
sions.
Without the work of certain people
the campaign would have never come
to fruition and I thank them all for pro-
viding me with the opportunity to
involve myself in such a worthwhile
experience.
Finally, I would like to express my
sincere best wishes to the entire Board
of Directors, but particularly to Brian
Thompson, and wish them all good
luck in the upcoming year.
Sheldon Freeman
Election
thank you
1 would like to take this time to give
my thanks and express my apprecia-
tion to those involved with the recent
WLUSU elections.
The support I received from the Stu-
dent Union members, my assistants
and the candidates is greatly recogni-
zed.
To my DROs (Deputy Returning
Officers), Mike, Tom, and Jacquie:
your help was often sought and easily
received. To the other members of the
Elections Committee, Donna and
Scott: your help was and is appreciated.
1 would also like to thank the candi-
dates and their workers for making my
job easier throughout the campaign as
well as during the counting.
Further, I give my regards to those in
Student Publications who are attempt-
ing to select "fairly" their Board for
next year.
Charles McLaughlin, CRO
Noisy forum
Last week I spent some time in the
concourse listening to the speeches of
the WLUSU election candidates. 1
found it to be somewhat of a disappoint-
ing experience. Being a first-year stu-
dent who doesn't know much of what's
going on, I figured that the least I could
do was go listen to what these guys had
to say, and try to make an informed
decision when I vote.
The location of the forum in the con-
course seems in itself to be enough of a
challenge to the candidates, as they
wonder who is actually listening to
them and who is just hanging around
looking for muffins until their next
class. But I wonder if some of the can-
didates realize the challenge that some
of their own friends/campaigners are
creating for them?
If a gang of people wants to stand
there and cheer on their candidate and
be generally supportive of him, that's
great. But I very much resent having to
listen to their obnoxious comments,
and even hissing, during the speech of
an opponent. At times it was very diffi-
cult to hear the speakers' words while
this was going on. (It reminded me a lot
of high school elections.) These people
obviously have no respect for their
candidates' opponents; yet perhaps
they could consider some respect for
other students who have not yet formed
such strong opinions, and who are try-
ing to make objective decisions. As
objective as 1 would like to be, 1 have to
admit that it was more difficult than I
had expected it to be. These rude peo-
ple may be more instrumental in
influencing the decisions of others than
even they realize. I mean, who wants to
trust a candidate whose friends/cam-
paigners are such jerks?
Cathy Merriman
Pie for prez
C XRe: election yields only acclamations
vis a vis Arts and Business director-
ships.
Fred Taylor calls this situation a
ridiculous scenario (Cord Feb. 27,
"Critical accclaim", p. 6) yet it is one
that could have been predicted by any
first-year poli sci student or anyone
with an I.Q. approaching that of a
plague infested Norwegian rat. Why
only acclamations you ask? Because
let's face it kiddies, Laurier student
politics is bilge swill. Arts Director
Steve Harlow probably shot the dog
when he said there was a gap between
WLUSU and the student body. Cross-
ing that gap would one not only find
WLUSU members but also Rod Serling
and a little girl named Alice.
Each year in March, we are faced
with election posters vomiting new
catchy and hence meaningless slogans
(just what is in the bag Mr. Adam, a
dead cat?), cutie pie pictures convinc-
ing us that these Turret shareholders
are upstanding students, and the same
old promises to open up WLUSU to the
students (I say open up the Turret D.J.
booth to the awaiting lynch mob).
From an outsider's view it would seem
that these people are running for
national office. From the inside many
of us wonder just who's going to shovel
the shit out of the hallways. The spate
of acclamations and apparent apathy is
all too indicative of a student body
turned off by the high-minded bullshit
of election day, the lack of any real
change and hence, dare I say it, lack of
efficacy (look it up in the dictionary
non-politicos).
I am reminded of a Georgia Univer-
sity student elections in which a pig was
run as a candidate. It won. Perhaps
some of us should visit one of the local
farms nextyear. It would certainly be a
change from the same old garbage
served up to us each year like dining
hall fare.
Paul Mitchell
More
Thoughts
"C
Last weekend, although we lost to
the Dorks from York, in OUAA
hockey, I had a good time and so did
most of the people who went down on
the fan bus. I was amazed though at
some of the stupidity of some York
fans. Little did we Laurier fans know
that while we were cheering our team
on, some pencil-necked geeks (WWF)
from Dork beat up one of our buses.
Ooh, that's real tough! Reminds me a
lot of what a friend of mine did in grade
7 (he's locked up now). Maybe next
time, if there is one, we could drive our
own cars down there, so the dork fans
could beat up even more automobiles.
But of course, I don't have a car, and
justlast weekend I realized that those of
us without cars are discriminated by
fast food restaurants. The restaurant
closes real early but the drive-through
stays open (forgive my ignorance, I
was a deprived child). Hence, getting
food other than that at the convenience
stores like 7/11, Mac's and Morty's,
becomes awful tough. Even if I could
rustle up enough funds to just afford a
car, some Dork from York would likely
try and beat it up.
That reminds me to comment on the
news coverage that Laurier receives
from the Toronto press. None. Thanks
for coming out press staff. What are
we, the school that doesn't exist. I just
want this school to win something so we
get the recognition we deserve.
And life at Laurier (Who?) con-
tinues.
Kamloops Johnston
Not hooked
on Classics
It's distressing to see that Labatt's
has managed to be consistent in its lack
of taste.
The "Classics Characters" adver-
tisement run in last week's Cord man-
aged to alienate a whole new group of
potential beer drinkers. How sadly
ironic that in the same week that the
Cord recognized International Wo-
men's Day an ad appeared that pro-
moted every degrading and illusionary
stereotype ever associated with univer-
sity women!
Women attend university with goals
loftier than raising children, roses and
horses. None of these are necessarily
easy, or undesirable objectives, but a
university education simply is not
required.
It can only be hoped that Labatt's
sales have plummeted.
Heather McAsh
Cole is
feminist
Why is it that Cord writers have
such an aversion to the word "femi-
nist"?
In the most recent example, news
editor Andrea Cole begins her editorial
(Cord Feb. 27, "Where have all the
women gone", p. 6) lamenting the lack
of women running for WLUSU posi-
tions with the disclaimer, "I'm not a
feminist." Cole claims she does not
have to call herself a feminist to prove
her worth as a person. What a com-
ment on her understanding of feminism.
A quick check with three dictionaries
provided this definition of feminism:
"the doctrine that women should be
given every social freedom, advan-
tage, and opportunity enjoyed by men."
Andrea Cole's article suggests she
would agree with this doctrine. I believe
most Laurier students would agree with
it. Why, then, are they so afraid to be
called feminists? In the 1980s I would
think most people would be ashamed to
admit they are not feminists.
Mary Sehl
WLULA by Ron Shuttleworth
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ticipate in deals with the govern-
ment."
"As far as NORAD is concerned,
our hands are tied and Mulroney will
probably renew the agreement in
March," Jewett said. She believes,
however, that the Canadian public
can slow down the integration of
NORAD and Star Wars for the time
being.
"If Mulroney signs the agreement
carte blanche with Reagan, then
possibly we could get the momentum
going again," said Jewett. "We can
no longer treat our own security as a
spectator sport; there is still time to
send the Prime Minister telegrams
not to sign the NORAD Agreement
on March 18. We must tell him that
Canadians desire a full public review
of their nucleur defencerelations with
the United States instead."
Films battle sexism, racism
by Michael Wert
Studio D, the NFB (National
Film Board) division responsible
for Ifyou love this planet and other
films, has had its budget cut so
much that its survival has been
threatened, according to Dr. Kath-
leen Shannon, the NFB executive
producer of the division.
Studio D has won international
acclaim for films that fight the war
against sexism and racism. Its goals
are to provide training for women
with emphasis on the film crafts, to
increase the employment of profes-
sional women filmmakers, to meet
the specific information needs of
women audiences, to maintain an
environment where women can ex-
plore a female esthetic, and to bring
a woman's perspective to social
issues through the medium of film.
Studio D receives only 2.2 per-
cent of the total annual $69 million
NFB budget.
Shannon said that she broke into
the film industry by accident. She
was first hired for a summer to do
some cataloguing, but because she
"was in the right place at the right
time," she landed a full-time posi-
tion. In 1956 she became the
sound and colour editor, and in
1972 directed her first film "Gold-
wood".
The first film presented was en-
titled "Citizen Harold" from the
Challenge for Change Program.
The purpose of the program was to
create dialogue among different
groups of people. These films were
taken to and shown in communi-
ties, in factories during lunch time,
or wherever people could gather in
order to discuss the issue of cultural
sovereignty, and to reflect what it
meant to be Canadian.
These people would be shown
the films and then filmed them-
selves discussing what they saw in
order to get some interaction be-
tween the policy makers (the
government) and those it affected.
Shannon said that the govern-
ment also wanted a program about
working wives, but not about their
wives and secretaries; they wanted
a program about women who were
out of the way, so that people could
feel sorry for them. Hence, Shan-
non produced a film called "Nina
Polanski", a film with the theme
that all women worked, somethingthat was rarely acknowledged in
the seventies.
In speaking about Studio D,
Shannon noted that at thecreation'funding was IoW, went back up, butafter winning two academy awards
and the award of the Salon des
femmes, went back down after
1982.
She said that the pattern is the
same for the women's movement.
"Don't fool ourselves that we've
won a lot," she said. She added that
just because women have made
some gains, the struggle for equal-
ity is far from over. As an example
she said that she trained eight men
who are now getting paid more
than she is. When she questioned
her boss about this he said, "You
must have trained them really well."
Shannon claimed that now there
is a movement towards integration.
She said that once women start
succeeding the government stresses
integration. Upon asking her if she
felt the government was purposely
trying to keep the progress of
women in check she said, "It cer-
tainly appears to be, doesn't it?"
Shannon stressed the positive
potential in presenting films to a
group of people. "Film can bring a
group of people who are strangers
to feel comfortable and to talk," she
said.
She said that even though she
has seen these films hundreds of
times, new things are seen with dif-
ferent groups of people that really
make the experience enlightening.
She said that the best way to
make film is not on the basis of
observing finished products as
many film schools emphasize; she
stressed getting hands on exper-
ience and learning from other peo-
ple's mistakes. She encouraged that
one become very good at a craft
that will earn a living and then try to
break into the industry through film
co-operatives and commercials.
The English and French
branches of the NFB have 15
executive producers. Studio D's
Kathleen Shannon is the only
woman to hold such a position on a
permanent basis.
She spoke at Wilfrid Laurier on
March 6 as part of International
Women's Day activities.
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22nd ANNUAL USED BOOK SALE
of the Canadian Federation
of University Women
Children's Book Sale Same Times.
First United Church, Waterloo
Proceeds for Scholarships and Community Services
Friday, April 4th: Auction 6 p.m.
noon - 9 p.m. Preview 530 p.m.
Books 35C to $1.00 Saturday, April 5: 9 a.m - 2 p.m
Student Alumni Association
"Charity Dance-A-Thon"
Saturday, March 15/86
Time: 12 noon -12 midnight. gm **p.
Theme: Green & White. v'V
Pledge cards are available «J £flfrom the Info Booth. | $5 |sgs JoL
RIASE FUNDS FOR LUEKEMA RESEARCH
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.without
worry.
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Sg|P^v Choose a Wardair Contiki your interests and your age (18-35s only).
holiday and relax. It's a holiday full of fun, Wardair's Contiki tours draw young people
adventure and excitement. You'll have a from around the world, so you're sure
wonderful time. ' to meet an interesting range of new friends.
And if your folks start to worry, tell them No one's going to force you to traipse
not to. Tell them it's a Wardair Contiki tour. around endless old, cold buildings either —
Tell them Contiki has been taking people Contiki tours are planned to appeal to your
your age around Europe for 25 years. They'll interests, and if you'd rather plan some of
know about Wardair's great reputation, but it your own activities, that's okay too.
can't hurt to play it up. Make sure they know Tours range from 13 to 65 days, and can
that there's an experienced tour manager cover most of the high spots of Europe and
on every trip so you don't have to take care Britain. A Wardair Contiki tour is as much
of hassles with customs, currency and fun as you can handle!
accommodation. Your Travel Agent has the new Wardair
Now with any little worries out of the way, Contiki brochure and all the information
you can concentrate on the good time you'll you'll need to plan to leave home on the
have. You'll travel with a group that shares trip of a lifetime.
Holidays
_
SS usBb] in
See a crooked line? Don't
complain, apply to be Cord
Production Manager.
Applications are still open.
e ad on page 2 for details.
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Babb will not speak
OTTAWA (CUP) — South African Ambas-
sador Glen Babb decided March 4 to refuse
the Carleton University Press Club's invitation
to a debate this month. His decision came after
he learned his opponent could be Donald
Woods, former editor of the East London
Daily Dispatch in South Africa.
"Mr. Woods was news to us," said Babb's
Second Secretary Wesley Johanneson in a
telephone interview. "We never knew Mr.
Woods would participate."
Now living in England, Woods had to flee
South Africa in 1977. "It's obvious his journal-
ism is antagonistic to the government," said
Robert McKenzie, vice-president of the Press
Club.
On February 3, Babb accepted the club's
invitation to debate "Freedom of Expression in
South Africa." Johanneson said at the time
Babb's opponent was expected to be Peter
Kent, a journalist with NBC TV in Miami.
But when McKenzie called the South Afri-
can Embassy to set a date, he said Johanneson
told him, "We won't debate Donald Woods."
ThePress Club then decided to withdrawits
invitation because Babb's objection to Woods
was against the "spirit of our invitation," said
McKenzie. Last month, the club frequendy
argued for "freedom of expression" when stu-
dents objected to providing Babb a platform
for racism.
McKenzie said this is not true. Journalists
were sought only after the club received
Babb's response, he said, making it "impossi-
ble that we could have mentioned Peter Kent."
"We had to pursue several people, since
they are all busy. Peter Kent agreed first."
Students wed to avoid debt
MONTREAL (CUP) — Montreal students
are being invited to tie the knot in a mass
marriage for student aid money at Concordia
University February 14, and one "couple" will
win an endowment of a year's free tuition.
The mock marriage licenses will read,
"These persons were joined in monetary
matrimony for the purpose of obtaining
Quebec student aid witnessed by many other
students joined together for the same reason."
The engagement documents read, "We
understand that should either of us get cold
feet, neither of us will get cold cash."
The symbolic marriage ceremony at Con-
cordia's Loyola campus auditorium is intended
to show that many university students are not
eligible for provincial student aid because they
are not considered "independent" from their
parents. Some resort to marriage to change
that.
"The independence criteria have absolutely
nothing to do with age, whether you live at
home or not, or whether your parents will
actually pay for your education," said Pete
Wheeland, Concordia student council vice-
president, an organizer of the event.
The only way to gain independent status in
Quebec is to either get married, divorced,
pregnant (and keep the child), finish 90 credits
towards a degree, or work for two years with-
out going to school full-time.
Independent status brings in a possible
$2000 extra a year. The maximum amount a
dependent student can receive is $4000 in
loans and bursaries.
"We consider it ludicrous that students have
to resort to marriage to make it through
school," Wheeland said.
"It's really, really dangerous for people to
get married this way," he said. "Most students
don'tknow the legal problems it can cause until
it's too late."
Joke not laughing matter
TORONTO (CUP) — The student council at
Seneca College has shut down the student
newspaper after confiscating 5,000 copies of a
spoof issue it calls "malicious and libelous and
in no way humorous."
The February 27 issue of OBT, dubbed
OBTease, contained among other things a
photo of a decaying cat, an ad for an "open-
minded sex slave, MorF, 4-13 years," and an
article alleging sexual activity by the student
president in the council office.
The council, the paper's official publisher,
was not amused. President Emily Thomson
said OBT was shut down so that its "policies
and procedures" could be reviewed by a com-
mittee of newspaper staff and council members
— with the staff "probably" forming a major-
ity. The paper will re-open, but maybe not this
year, she added.
In a bulletin posted on campus, the council
defended removing about one-half of the
10,000copies of OBTs (the rest were distrib-
uted to Seneca's other four campuses).
"We do not feel this is an issue of censorship
or freedom of the press but rather of an organi-
zation acting in a responsible manner," the
notice said.
Thomson denied actually firing editor Clark
Davey, though Davey said she told him he had
been dismissed.
Davey, who said he apologized for any
harm done, had mixed feelings about the
closure.
"I'm happy about the shut-down in one way
because in a way they stopped it from becom-
ing a massive issue, but it's also a hassle for the
students because they don't have a paper," he
said. Davey said he had been told to expect
legal action and perhaps being blacklisted by
employers that deal with the college.
However, the editor said OBTs policy and
procedures could have been changed without
the council closing the paper down.
"I think what they're trying to do is run the
paper themselves," he said.
Prof pirated student's work
WINDSOR (CUP) — A committee of inquiry
at the University of Windsor has ruled that two
professors stole a student's work.
Masters sociology student Carl Bertoia was
hired in 1984 by two Home Economics
instructors as project manager of a Summer
Canada-sponsored study of elderly parents
and adult offspring.
Bertoia told the committee he spent the
summer writing the document. But it was pub-
lished in January, 1985 listing professors Sue
Goerzenand Linda McKay as authors. "When
1 confronted them, she (Goerzen) said that we
made a decision that you aren't really the
author of this report," said Bertoia.
The committee supported Bertoia's claim to
at least co-authorship. It also recommended
the university implement a formal authorship
policy.
Bertoia said the instructors told him they
denied him credit because he was a paid
employee and was therefore not a co-author.
Other reasons, Bertoia said, included the
time and effort involved in editing and printing
the work.
But, he added, only minimal editing was
needed, and was done with both parties
present.
The committee found that Bertoia may be
the document's principal writerand called for a
corrected title page listing him as co-author. It
also recommended a letter of apology from
Bertoia's employers and that reprimands be
placed in both professor's files. The recom-
mendations were presented to U of W presi-
dent Ron lanni and are not binding. But lanni
said the suggestions had been implemented.
Two graduate student organizations, the
National Graduate Council and the Ontario
Graduate Association, presented a brief to the
Canadian Association of Graduate Schools'
annual conference at the beginning of Novem-
ber which said student research is often pub-
lished without proper credit.
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HOUSING
APPLICATIONS
for
RESIDENCE
1986-1987
are now available in the Housing office. All
returning students are eligible.
I CLOSING DEADLINE
Mar. 14,4:30 p.m. 1986
A $25 deposit must accompany the
application. This will be refunded only if
the applicant is not offered a space in resi-
dence. Details and other information are
available at the Housing office.
884-1970 ext. 2218
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to be ... to be ...
Thursday
March 13
MUSIC AT NOON presents or-
ganist David Palmer at 12 noon
in the Keffer Memorial Chapel.
Admission is free and all are
welcome.
LAURIER PEACE Chapter and
Bridgehead Trading Book/infor-
mation table will be in the Con-
course from 10:30- 2:30, in order
to promote awareness of Third
World Issues. Bridgehead cof-
fee, tea, and assorted items will
be available.
WILFRID LAURIER Student Pub-
lications will be holding a Gen-
eral Meeting at 5:30 in PlOO3 to
elect the '86-'B7 President and
Board of Directors. Voting mem-
bers of the corporation are en-
couraged to attend. All r inter-
ested students welcome.
YAHOOO! ITS the Ist Mardi-
gras at WLU! A nite at theTurret
filled with fun, prizes, casino,
food and more! Don't miss it!
CONCERNED ABOUT peace
and development issues? Join
Ploughshares Waterloo Region
members to hear Manuel Mon-
dejar, anthropologist and agrar-
ian specialist, speak on his
recent work in the Phillipines. St.
Anthony Daniel Church, Ottawa
St., 8 p.m. For info, call 742-9360.
Friday
March 14
THE CORD has weekly staff
meetings at 2:30 p.m. in the news
office of the Cord, 2nd floor
SUB. Come and discuss the intel-
lectual theories of newspapers
and social change as applied to
students journalism. Any stu-
dent who would like to contrib-
ute is welcome to attend.
COME TO THE Museum and
Archive of Games. This week
children can join us to play in our
Inuit Olympics, from 2-4 p.m.
Drop in Sunday for films on Inuit
Lifestyle between 1-5 p.m.
Admission is free. B.C. Matthews
Hall, U of W. 888-4424.
Saturday
Match 15
INTERESTED IN Journalism as
a Business? Robert Verdun, Edi-
tor of the Elmira Independent,
will deliver a keynote address to
delegates of Canadian Univer-
sity Press, but the lecture is open
to all. P1025/27 at 7:00 p.m.
sharp.
Sunday
Match 16
LCM CHURCH Service will take
place at 11 a.m. in the WLU
Chapel. Coffee hour follows.
JOIN RECREATIONAL folk
dance classes, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. at
theAdult Recreation Centre. No
experience necessary. For more
info, call 576-2653.
Monday
Match 17
THE CONSTITUTIONAL Re-
view Committee will meet at 4
p.m. in the BOD Room.
Monday
March 17
JOB SEARCH Workshop will be
held from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in
P3027/29. Become an effective
job seeker!
COMMUNICATION SKILLS.
Confidence. Support from
peers. The WLU Gavel Club can
help you develop in these areas.
So come and see what we're all
about. Meet from 5:30 to 6:45
p.m. in 2-112 (CTB).
Tuesday
Match 18
PLAN TO attend the English
Club General Meeting in Rm. 2-
207. Discussion will centre
around the election of new exec-
utive and the year-end party. All
interested students are wel-
come.
THE CANADIAN Federation of
University Women will hold its
March meeting at Willard Hall,
First United Church, at 8 p.m.
Constable Shrive of the Water-
loo Regional Police will speak on
'Women and Safety'.
Wednesday
March 19
COMMUNITY RESOURCES for
Women will meet at 11:30a.m. at
the Kitchener Public Library. Dr.
Susan McDaniel, Sociology
Dept. at U of W. will discuss how
socialization (advertising and
medical authorities) have condi-
tioned women to be obsessed,
frustrated and depressed with
the weight and shape of their
bodies.
RESUME WRITING Workshop
will be held from 1:30to 2:30 p.m.
in L235. Learn to prepare win-
ning resumes and cover letters.
LAURIER CHRISTIAN Fellow-
ship: A dinner meeting will take
place at 4:30 in the Seminary
Lounge with a speaker or group
Bible study at 5:30. All are wel-
come. For more info., call
885-6486.
THE CONSTRUCTION of
House Work: Dr. Bonnie Sox, U
of T, will speak on 'A Media
Analysis' at 3 p.m. This Sociolo-
gy/Anthropology lecture is free
of charge. All are welcome to
attend.
Thursday
March 20
MUSIC AT NOON presents j
Gabor Janota, bassoon; Robert I
Riseling, clarinet; and Leslie
De'Ath, piano; at 12 noon in the i
T.A. Admission is free and all are i
welcome.
Upcoming
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY'S :
M.B.A. Program - Info. Session
will be held from 10:30 - 11:30
a.m. in P3015.
ARE YOU INTERESTED in
being on the executive of the
French/Spanish Club? Positions
open for President, Vice-Pres-
ident, Director of Publicity,
Treasurer, and Secretary. Elec-
tions are on Tuesday, March 25,
4-6 p.m., in Willison Lounge.
STRESS MANAGEMENT Sem-
inar: Friday, April 4 in P2067 from
2:30 - 5:30. Register with Julie
Cox in P3038. Enrollment limited
to 40.
POETRY WLU, the literary an-
nual featuring poetry and art,
appears in the Bookstore soon.
Get yours (for only $2)!
Wednesday
March 19
SOCIAL WORK Colloquium: Dr.
Anne Martin Matthews, from U
of Guelph's Gerontology Re-
search Centre, will speak on The
Rurual Elderly 1 at 4 p.m. in the
Library Boardroom.
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC: The WLU
Choir, with the accompaniment
of the WLU Symphony Orches-
tra, will perform Mozart's 'Re-
quiem' at 8 p.m. in the T.A.
Tickets, $2 for students, are avail-
able at the door or through the
Faculty of Music.
A CUSO INFORMATION meet-
ing, for people interested in de-
veloping countries, will take
place 7:30 p.m., at the Kitchener
Public Library. There will be a
speaker and slides on rural eco-
nomic growth in Botswana.
Thursday
Morcn zp
BAGEL BRUNCH: The Waterloo
• Jewish Students Association will
meet from 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
in U of Ws Campus Centre, Rm.
113.
etcetera
Upcoming
Events
HELP DIFFERENT RADIO sur-
vive in Kitchener—Waterloo'
March 7 -14 is the Spring Fund-
ing Drive when CKMS FM will
give away Lps, T-shirts, cas-
settes, etc. The station needs to
improve in many areas and your
tax deductible donations will
make the difference. To pledae
call 884-3530. '
THE EARLE SHELLEY Award
Contest is accepting
poems until March 17. A maxi-
mum of five original and unpub-
lished poems (all exceeding ten
lines) may be entered. Include
name, address and phone num-
ber on a separate sheet, and
submit everything to Dr. Jew-
inski, Dept. of English. Winners
will be announced at the spring
English party.
YEAR END BASH! Don't miss
the French/Spanish Party
Where? Faculty Lounge. When"?
Thurs, April 3 from 7:30 p.m. - i
am. Ifsa potluck, sobring something
along and get in free. Others pay
$1.
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Entertainment
HARDCORE: Amusical threat
by James Cox
reprinted from the Campus
Canadian University Press
When the original punk scene collapsed
upon itself around 1978, the media, quick to
note the death of the Sex Pistols and the
emerging wealth of some of the movement's
founders, declared punk dead. They were
wrong; it was changing, and for the better.
Like jazz, rockabilly, and folk in previous
eras, hardcore punk is the voice of the
underground. But unlike past movements,
hardcore isn't "safe? It poses a musical
threat and alternative to Top 40 airwaves,
and provides a social and political message
to people who actually care about the world.
In a generally apathetic society, hardcore
stresses individuality, social awareness and
creativity.
The hardcore movement isn't claiming to
be unique in history. All musical rebellions
have had very similar patterns; a pocket of
originality in a wasteland always gains a
following of loyal and dedicated fans. The
art and its followers are ridiculed by 'res-
pected' and 'recognized' authorities and lar-
gely ignored or misrepresented by the media,
if not attacked outright.
Unfortunately, many of those attracted to
hardcore are merely looking for a new cos-
tume or haircut, and are drawn by hard-
core's unethical coolness. Many of these are
musicians, who twist the sound and the
motives, whose product is cool and com-
mercial, and spoon-fed to radio by huge mul-
tinational record corporations.
Hardcore will probably never be com-
pletely absorbed. The aggressive sound and
distressing social commentary would be dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to dilute. "Punk ain't
no religious cult," says Jello Biafra of the
Dead Kennedys.
Hardcore appears from the outside to be
just a new trend, but it's nothing of the sort.
Vuarnet and Polo are out, because a true
hardcore is anti-fashion. Many wear army
fatigues not to support the military, but
instead to mock it. (Camouflage gear is also
inexpensive, and hardcores, for some reason
or another, don't have jobs.) History has
shown people must be shocked to be aware
of their faults. Hardcores don't dress a cer-
tain way — it's the attitude that matters.
It is difficult to say exactly what hardcore
sounds like because of the variety of subdivi-
sions: the thrash-down syndrome, old-style
punk, psychedelic, and experimental. Hard-
core is so diverse and unusual the average
reaction to the sound is comparable to mis-
takenly using a powerdrill instead of a Q-
Tip. Often-heard complaints include, "the
music is terrible," or, "it's too fast/aggres-
sive /depressing."
Hardcore is gut-level emotion. Hardcore
bands play with conviction in protest of
things like Ronald Raygun's stockpiling of
nuclear weapons. People voice disapproval
but fail to move from the easy-chair. Hard-
"Punk ain't no religious
cult"
cores mean it, and their sincerity comes
across to the honest listener. When you are
angry, really angry, you don't feel like
waltzing.
When you've had your heart shattered,
you don't lapse into a nice pleasant ballad.
When you have nuclear missiles in your
town, you don't sit down on the porch, grab
your acoustic guitar, and pick tunefully. You
scream, "What the fuck is going on?" This is
hardcore.
Hardcore bands, from older ones like the
Dead Kennedys from San Francisco and
Vancouver's D.O.A. to newer groups like
the Asexuals in Montreal, don't care about
fashion and fame. They have a message and
uncompromising blast for whoever will listen.
The new generation of bands are faster,
rawer, angrier, and very much concerned
with what is going on around them. They
pull no punches.
The reaction is predictable. The press
mocks them, the trendies leave them, and
the clubs abandon them, leaving them only a
loyal foundation of fans and friends.
Many of the original hardcores are still
screaming out their message despite minis-
cule financial gain. In fact, the chances of
finding a rich hardcore scene anywhere are
almost nil. Since many bands are anti-
corporation, few are attached to a major
record company. Consequently, they have
formed their own labels like Alternative Ten-
tacles, Og Records, Mo Dam Mu Records,
Psyche Industry and others.
The latest development has been the
influx of many hardcore magazines and fan-
zines that are scene-oriented, political or
both. These include Maximum Rock and
Roll, C.H.1.P.5., Reality, and an always-
growing list of others that confront the prob-
lems of the '80s with non-sexist, anti-racist,
and non-homophobic journalism.
Hardcore is not limited to North America
or Great Britain. It is a growing international
movement. The music flourishes from
Alaska to Argentina and Brazil to Russia.
Punks everywhere are screaming out against
injustice and political corruption, and not just
in their music. More and more are turning to
action, from picketing and marching to
squatting and spray-painting. As the saying
goes, bite the hand that feeds you shit.
Hardcore ain't sedate, either. At upper left,
Johnny Rotten, then of the Sex Pistols, plays
in California in 1978. Dead Kennedys lead
singer Jello Blafra crawls away from the
crowd (above), and a crowd at a Circle
Jerks concert was even more aggressive.
Photos from Hardcore California.
Bollocks!
by Tony Spencer
IS HARDCORE DEAD?
For the majority, the answer is obvious:
hardcore never really existed. In the safe
world of normal, sedate, secure and satisfied
people, hardcore is, and always will be,
dead.
Hardcore is for angry people, for people
who are not satisfied with the world they are
living in. It is not for those who are merely
"somewhat pissed off", but rather for those
who are extremely disgusted by what they
see around them.
Presently, most devout followers of hard-
core belong to the younger set, those below
20 years old. This is because the desire to
rebel — that burning teenage anger —
seems to fade with age. Also, one can only
take the self-destruction inherent in such pas-
times as violent slam-dancing for so long.
Smashed knee caps get to be a drag after a
while.
Hardcore kids eventually realize you can't
destroy everything by yelling your head off
at the injustice of it all. They ultimately stop
thrashing around for a minute and consider
intelligent alternatives. If anything, hardcore
and its message should serve as an impetus
to think for one's self. This is the movement's
saving grace: there are things that need to be
questioned. Hardcore does this.
Popular music offers a blindfold instead.
There are profits to be made from the institu-
tionalization of docility and ignorance. For
those who wish to think, the choice is
obvious.
Traditionally, there have been two sour-
ces of hardcore music. The first emerged
from Britain and is the more political of the
two, perhaps because of desperation. The
other sprung up from the west coast of the
United States, centring around Los Angeles.
Which is the more pissed off? This is hard
to say. Sure, it takes a lot of guts to be a punk
anywhere. But when you know, as the Eng-
lish do, that you will probably never get a
job in your life while the Royal Family is
shitting gold bricks, you might just be a bit
more bothered than your new world counter-
parts.
North American youth are not faced with
such a bleak job situation as the English, but
their economic and cultural future is no more
promising. The anger of hardcore comes
from two perspectives: no job at all versus a
job serving somebody else's interests for the
rest of your life. One has nothing, the other
may just as well prefer "nothing".
Hardcore is not without its inconsisten-
cies. There is nothing more suspicious than a
bunch of mohawks at a hardcore show wear-
ing a few hundred dollars worth of leather
and screaming "eat the rich." Tell me about
it. When bands like G.B.H. or The Exploited
come to places like Larry's Hideaway in
Toronto, the charge is always more than ten
bucks. Anyone with half a brain would real-
ize bands like this are only playing out some
type of pop star game they profess to be no
part of. Don't go. Save up your money, buy
a guitar, and you too can scream out super-
intelligent lines like "Maggie Thatcher —
bollocks!!!"
In their own country, bands like ihese are
considered money-grubbing rock star types
and are ignored except for the attention
offered by glossy Tiger Beat-clone maga-
zines. There are more noteworthy groups
like Poison Girls and Crass who are serious
about what they are doing and take pride in
hardcore.
Canada has a few well-respected hard-
core bands. The best-known of these is a
Vancouver-based outfit called D.0.A.,
whose slogan "Talk minus action equals
zero embodies the whole philosophy of
hardcore as a vehicle for social involvement.
D.O.A. has attracted world-wide attention
and toured much of the continent in a beat-
up Volkswagen camper van. S.N.F.U
(Society's No Fucking Use) is another band,
from Regina, that has gained a large follow-
ing both in Canada and south of the border.
There are many outfits in every urban
centre. Most are relatively obscure, needless
to say, but herein lies the rallying cry for
hardcore bands: obscurity is unimportant.
The fact is, anyone can put together a hard-
core band and thrash out whatever they feel
like. No need to master two twelve-string
guitars and a drum set the size of a station
wagon. Some second-hand equipment and
first-hand desire is all that is needed. This is
the inspiration that led to hardcore.
Hardcore is a medium that means to start
something. Hardcore is not dead; you can't
kill an attitude. You can ignore it if you
choose, just as you can ignore all the nasti-
ness around you. But as long as the attitude
exists, as long as there are people who refuse
to wear a smile because it is expected, as
long as anger ferments in restless young
minds, hardcore and its followers will persist.
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Trash explodes at the Turret
by Cori Ferguson
If there is anything that can clear
the Turret faster than a bomb
threat, it's the Trash.
In fact, much of the Trash's
show resembles the explosion of
some kind of bomb. They burst
onto the stage Wednesday, March
5 to the most diverse, and largest
crowd in the history of the Oxygen
Parties. After just three songs it
became quite clear the audience
had come to see the opening band,
Idiot Savant.
Idiot Savant is made up of Laur-
ier music students who took first-
place honours at the Winter Carni-
val Talent Show. Their set consis-
ted of innovative, original material
and such favourites as the English
Beat, Talking Heads and Pigbag.
Their approach to music is intelli-
gent yet energetic. The combina-
tion of a charismatic lead vocalist,
a tight brass section and a high
level of technical accomplishment
make Idiot Savant a very impres-
sive venture. Somewhat similar in
style to early Talking Heads, their
music was well-received by the
audience, who streamed to the
dance floor for song after song. So
why did they open for the Trash?
No one is quite sure. The crowd
dwindled after only a few Trash
tunes, by which time lead singer
Tony Trash had peeled down to a
pair of ripped jeans and a tiny black
bra. The Trash's visually striking
approach to music was capped off
with I Wanna Kill My Head, dur-
ing which Tony annointed
himself with fake blood and over-
heated eyeliner.
The first song they played was a
cover version of the Forgotten
Rebels' Nazis which was chosen
"to offend people," said Tony
Trash. Continuing in this vein, they
thrashed out such originals as Lake,
Real Men, Heroin, which were
meant "to open Laurier's eyes and
make everyone think," Tony Trash
explained. Real Men managed to
lure about ten people to the dance
floor. Surprisingly enough the
crowd responded with applause.
The Trash was the brainchild of
Tony and Don Trash who wanted
to play some music in the Winter
Carnival Talent Show. Buoyed by
a very respectable tie for fourth
place, they decided to play the
Turret. When asked about the
music they play, Tim Trash ex-
plained: "our music suits our lifes-
tyle. They reinforce each other.
We try to be existential in our
music; it's concerned with the self
and its choices, one against the
world." Tony Trash added they are
"not a political band. Politics is the
most disgusting thing and I refuse
to have anything to do with it."
Musically, the Trash are not a
talented band, but they do not have
to be. Tim Trash, the newest addi-
tion to the band, summed it up by
saying "we take ourselves very
seriously in not taking ourselves
seriously. We want to get a mes-
sage across but we'renot sure what
it is yet. 1 guess what we're trying to
say is anybody can do this." The
Trash also pride themselves on the
fact they can ad lib original mate-
rial when they can't remember the
lyrics.
The most impressive thingabout
the Trash is the energy they exhibit
on stage. Tony Trash kept the
audience captivated throughout the
show. Tony managed to upset at
least one person by attempting to
kiss him when he approached the
stage to scream obscenities at the
band. According to Tim Trash, the
band puts emphasis on their theat-
rics for added entertainment value
because "nobody wants to see five
statues holding instruments. Visu-
als make more of a show."
Despite sound difficulties and the
fact that they weren't paid for their
efforts, the Trash managed a
decent show.
Although many people were
repelled by the Trash's lack of mus-
ical ability it is hard to fault them for
using music as an outlet for what
Tim Trash calls "inner frustrations
and hatred." "Our music is vio-
lent," he said, "but we like to keep
the violence in our heads where it
can't hurt anybody." Fellow mem-
ber Don Trash added, "we're semi-
masochistic. We like to be hated
but not beat up."
Tony Trash CORD photo by lan Dollar
Frosty
Blues
by Rich Scott
Blues fans, pay attention! Next
Wednesday, live, for the first time
in Kitchener-Waterloo, ladies and
gentlemen, Frank Frost and His
Jelly Roll Kings!
Frank Frost is multi-talented,
being an avid singer, guitarist,
organist, and especially harmonica
player. Almost fifty, Frost learned
to play the blues early in life from
his personal musical mentors and
friends such as Sonny Boy Willi-
amson and Howlin' Wolf.
SOBA, the organization spon-
soring the K-W concert, was
formed just over a year ago by
local blues fanatic Glen Smith.
Since SOBA's inception, numer-
ous blues legends have visited Kit-
chener, among them Albert Col-
lins, Magic Slim, and Johnny
Copeland. But when men like Wil-
liamson, Wolf, and Muddy Waters
left to take electrified blues to Chi-
cago, Frost stayed on and became,
according to Smith, "the last of the
great delta bluesmen." Like
Waters, his importance goes be-
yond his own classic albums (nota-
bly "Harp and Soul"). His influ-
ence is clear on the early Rolling
Stones albums, among other bands
of the first "British invasion" who
were inspired by American blues
artists.
Frank Frost and his Jelly Roll
Kings will be appearing at the Can-
adian Legion in Kitchener Wed-
nesday March 19.
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Woody's cinematic certainly
by Ingrid Randoja
There aren't many certainties
left when you go to see a movie, but
whenever you go to a Woody Allen
film, you are certain to see a hum-
ourous, intelligent and sophisticated
piece of filmmaking.
Hannah And Her Sisters is no
exception. In fact Hannahis proba-
bly Allen's most complete and
enjoyable film. It is easy to be blase
about a man who for almost ten
years — beginning with Annie Hall
in 1977 — has been churning out
films which are not only funny, but
extraordinarily deft in their percep-
tions of the social relationships of
the American intelligentsia.
Hannah And Her Sisters is the
story of three sisters, and their rela-
tionships with men and each other.
Hannah (Mia Farrow, appearing in
her fifth Allen film) is married to
Elliot (Michael Caine). Elliot has
discovered he is in love with Lee
(Barbara Hershey), Hannah's youn-
ger sister, who is living with a mis-
anthropic artist, Frederick (Max
Van Sydow). Meanwhile, Han-
nah's other sister Holly (Diane
Wiest), is a struggling actress look-
ing for a man and direction in her
life. Intercut throughout the film is
Hannah's hypochondriac ex-hus-
band, Mickey (Woody Allen).
Mickey has come close to dying
and is subsequently searching for
the meaning of life.
The lives of these people are all
intertwined, and by the end of the
film there is a definite symmetry
within their relationships. Surpris-
ingly enough, Allen himself, who
has been dealing out bittersweet
endings of late, has a sense of hope
and happiness for his characters.
The performances in this film are
a joy to watch and that is why Han-
nah and Her Sisters feels so com-
plete. Allen allows his characters to
develop, and the audience very
quickly begins to care about them,
and what happens to them. Mia
Farrow, who seems to get better
with each Allen film, is finally
reaching the expectations people
had of her earlier in her career. As
she matures her pure talent shines
even more. In the role of Hannah
she plays the perfect sister and
wife, who has a successful acting
career and is so giving she becomes
resented by those around her.
Michael Caine is again at his
seemingly casual best, and Diane
Wiest, Max Van Sydow and Mau-
reen O'Sullivan (Hannah's screen
mother and Mia Farrow's real-life
mother) are all superb. Yet it is
Barbara Hershey (Lee) who steals
the film. Her portrayal of an intelli-
gent but vulnerable Lee is a blend
of sensuality and innocence.
Woody Allen's Mickey is vin-
tage Allen. Allen allows Mickey to
act as comic relief, and his quest
into finding the meaning of life is so
neurotically inept, it seems Allen is
playing a caricature of himself
rather than developing a new char-
acter. But that is why theatre-goers
love Woody Allen: he is the living
caricature of himself. (Film critic
Jack Kroll once said Allen has a
face that convinces you God is a
cartoonist.)
Yet throughout Hannah, Allen is
delving into issues which have
interested him all his life: the role of
the family, and the complexity of
relationships. Woody Allen's idoli-
zation of Ingmar Bergman is no
secret to anyone, and the scenes of
Hannah's family having Thanks-
giving together are strikingly remi-
niscent of scenes from Bergman's
Christmas gatherings in Fanny and
Alexander. Allen seems to be emu
lating Bergman's warm and tender
tribute to family life and the kin-
ships it offers.
When exploring relationships in
Hannah, Woody Allen again uses
the now almost standard Allen
relationship: an older, educated and
culturally superior man taking an
extremely bright but somewhat
confused woman as a love object to
both love and educate. It is as if the
woman is eventually going to be
judged on her progress. Frederick
says he is not finished teaching and
moulding Lee; Elliot says he has so
much to give and show Lee; and
Mickey takes on the task of shap-
ing the erratic Holly. Only Woody
Allen could get away with such a
blatantly sexist, but charming, view
of modern, urban male-female
relationships.
Yet, when the lights come up
onHannah And Her Sisters, you
don't feel anything but happiness
and contentment, as Hannah is a
very fulfilling and entertaining film.
Enough has been said on Allen's
contempt for public adoration and
his personal dismissal of any of his
work which is liked by the masses.
In the end Allen has succeeded,
very much in his own way, in creat-
ing a very touching and remarka-
ble film, and one which could easily
be considered his best.
Hannah And Her Sisters is cur
rently playing at the Cinema in
downtown Kitchener.
Hannah and her sisters: (L-R) Mb Farrow, Barbara Hershey and Dianne Wiest.
Photo by Brian Hamill courtesy of Orion Pictures.
Philosophical Bishop at UW
by Marina Munro
The best kind of feminism stirs
people to consider women's issues
without resorting to accusations and
derision. This kind of positive femi-
nism is the basis of Heather Bishop's
songs, and last Thursday at UWs
Humanities Theatre, she and friend
Tracy Riley presentedan evening of
their music to a small but apprecia-
tive audience.
The atmosphere was informal and
relaxed, with old friends greeting one
another before the concert began. At
one point during the show, Heather
Bishop asked for more house lights
so she could see who she was singing
to. The audience responded to the
warmth, with one person even com-
plimenting the red sneakers that set
off Bishop's black suit.
,
a Montreal native who has
been singing with Bishop for about a
year, opened the show with Mean
Streets. This bleak tune about the
dangers women face in the world
was followedby two songs written by
Riley, about the risks of love. She
ended her set with Everybody Wants
to Go to Heaven But Nobody Wants
to Die, a fast-paced bit of philosophy.
Riley then retired to backup
vocals as Bishop made her entrance.
Bishop demonstrated her positive
approach to feminism with the words
of her first song, I Love Women
Who Laugh: "You gotta learn to
love yourself, just a little."
Bishop s repertoire is not limited to
feminist material. She also has two
successful children's albums, includ-
ing the very popular Belly Button,
and she sang several "children's"
songs to the delight of the audience.
It is impossible to involve a group of
people in a song like Hippopotamus
and expect them to behave like
adults. The ridiculous words and
actions soon had everyone giggling
happily and singing along, and
Bishop continued this mood with
Belly Button.
The fun was only beginning. Dur-
ing the next number, The Name
Game (remember Shirley Birley Bo-
Birley?), Bishop acted as judgeof an
audience dance contest. About one
third of the crowd headed for the
aisles, and two won albums for their
outstanding efforts.
Once things had calmed down,
Bishop introduced her favourite song
from her new album, a beautiful
number about living on the prairie.
After this came a group of classics
such as Fever and Lesley Gore's
You Don't Own Me.
"We need to cry together," said
Bishop, "and then we can get past
some of the hard things." A particu-
larly hard thing was the topic of her
song Daddy's Little Girl, a painful
look at child abuse. This was fol-
lowed by Silence, commenting on
the problem of pollution.
Bishop closed the concert with two
songs about lesbianism. The first,
with the unmanageable title I Wanna
Find Myself a Woman Who
Wouldn't Mind Seducing Me, speaks
of a woman searching for a partner,
while the second, What We Got is
the Best, is a calm defense of her
lifestyle.
After an instant standing ovation,
Bishop returned to sing Did Jesus
Have a Baby Sister? If he did, asks
the song, did they give her a chance?
It was a fitting end to this perfor-
mance — no accusations, but ques-
tions that lead to new awareness of
women's problems and a determina-
tion for change.
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Public Reading
SHEE'KARR
by Allan Goodall
Shee karr didn t like the reading on his sensors.
(Actually his didn't fit, but then again there was no
provision in human speech for a race that had five
different sexes, so the neutral form of the male pronoun
was used.) There was no doubting it now, something
had followed him through the N-space Jump, just as it
had the Jump before.
The system he had Jumped to was 8C5790. It con-
sisted of four small planets and one gas giant, each of
which were slowly spiralling into the black hole Veta
459. Shee'karr liked to use this system because of its
inherent dangers; a starship pilot had to be very good
or very stupid to risk the Jump errors the collapsar's
gravity well could cause, so it was an unlikely spot for
an ambush.
Again a blip appeared on the aft scope, and again the
Phenon reached out a pseudopod and fine-tuned the
instrument. The reading looked like a sensor "ghost",
exactly duplicating the Phenon's moves. Someone was
going to a lot of trouble to follow Shee'karr without
being detected. There was only one thing they hadn't
bargained on, Shee'karr was flying in a bioship.
The bioship had been grown by his family three
generations earlier but was only now entering adult-
hood. The creature was roughly bullet shaped with a
huge scoop in front for hydrogen collection. Inside,
there were many tube-like corridors, some only a few
centimeters in diameter, equipped with iris valves to
hold in the air in case of a skin breach. The bioship was
an amazing example of superior genetic engineering.
Space inside the ship was no problem since the proto-
plasmic Phenons could change shape at will. They only
metal in the creature were the surgically implanted
N-space Jump Drives, sensors and those personal
items a Phenon might add such as furniture. This
meant a sensor "ghost" was almost impossible.
One thing bothered Shee'karr. The ship tailing him
should not have been able to follow him so quickly
through N-space. The calculations necessary to find
the lead ship's destination take longer tocompute than
the time necessary to complete two Jumpsby someone
who knows where theyare going. The tailing ship must
have had an extremely powerful computer, but that
was only possible in a very large cruiser. Since Shee'-
karr couldn't see his pursuer optically, it must be a
scout. He was overlooking something but he didn't
know what.
Shee'karr analyzed his situation. The scout was
obviously trying to follow him to the Phenon Grand
Fleet, his home base. He had no idea how they knew
that was his destination since his route was supposed
to be classified, but that was of little consequence. To
go home was to invite disaster. To evade the scout was
useless, as he had already decided. He couldn't just
jump around the galaxy for who knows how long; he
had neither the food nor the inclination. Besides, he
had a delivery to make. All he had left was the Void. He
reached out a pseudopod to the interface with the
bioship and began forming the Link. He ordered the
ship to continue on its present course and begin refuel-
ing. As the ship happily followed his commands, Shee'-
karr faded from the known universe.
Shee'karr found himself in the Void, viewing the
universe from afar. Below him stretched a thin energy
line to the mind of the bioship. This was the Link. No
human could ever enter this dimension. Few Phenons
could enter the Void without a Link to a sentient crea-
ture as a lifeline.
Shee'karr could "see" the gravity wells of stars,
planets, black holes, and, below him, his bioship and
the trailing scout. Reaching out with his mind Shee'karr
picked up the thought waves of five humans and one
other alien aboard the scout.
"No wonder they follow me could. They Trian have!"
thought Shee'karr. Hooked into the scout's electronics
system was a Trian, a small furry alien, the greatest
computer, biological or otherwise, ever found in the
galaxy. From its brain waves, it was plain to Shee'karr
that it was drugged. Shee'karr formed a Link with the
Trian and departed from the Void.
"Eight hundred thousand klicks and holding, sir."
"Very good, Mister Stilles," replied the Captain of
the Scoutship Bastogne. The bridge was small, holding
only the captain, navigator and weapons officer. The
engineer and ship's doctor/xenologist were in the aft
compartments. "If he starts refueling, have us do the
same."
"Aye, sir."
The engineer was in the engine room checking his
instruments, when a flash came from behind. Turning,
he saw the one metre tall Phenon rising from the deck.
"Bloody hell!" Drawing his gun, he sent three flechettes
into the Phenon's body, only to see them exit harm-
lessly out the other side.
Shee'karr was quick to recover, sending an electric
charge through the engineer. The human slumped to
the deck unconscious.
The Phenon could see in all directions simultane-
ously. In a few seconds he found what he wanted.
Slithering his way into a conduit, he eventually ended
up in physical contact with the Trian. It didn't take long
to find out what the humans were after. Humans knew
little about the Phenons and even less about their tech-
nical accomplishments. The humans had found out
about the Jumpgateand had a fleet prepared to steal it.
The Jumpgate was a structure several thousands of
kilometres in diameter. It allowed ships to accurately
Jump through N-space to any part of a star system
regardless of gravity wells. It would revolutionize inter-
stellar commerce since time consuming sublight jour-
neys from the fringes of a star system were no longer
necessary. It would also revolutionize interstellar war-
fare. The Bastogne's mission was to follow the Phenon
to the Grand Fleet, which was protecting the device,
and immediately transmit the proper Jump coordi-
nates. Seconds later, the Human Task Force would
follow.
Shee'karr took all of this in, all the while formulating a
plan. With little effort the Phenon gained control of the
Trian's mind.
"The Phenon has begun refueling, sir."
"As soon as we're close enough A klaxon
sounded.
"Sir! The rescue pod has begun ejection proce-
dures!"
"Manual override on all systems," ordered the
captain.
"It isn't working, that circuit is caught in a logic loop."
A massive thump was heard as the rescue pod was
launched.
"Captain, the drives have begun Jump sequence!"
yelled Stilles.
"What! Shut them down!" Punching the comlink, the
captain yelled to the engineer, "Jacobsen, what the
hell's going on down there!" No reply.
Trian singing, similar to the mating calls of the Terran
hyena, filled the cabin.
"What's that!" screamed the Captain.
"Manual override, sir!" answered Stilles.
"Shut it off!"
"Can't sir! The drives are starting up, we're
Jumping!"
"That's imp ...."
Shee'karr was able to enter the Void just before the
Bastogne Jumped. Concentrating, he got to his bioship
tired but unharmed. The bioship was happy to detect
his presence again. Shee'karr terminated the Trian and
bioship Links. Reaching into an interface, he started to
tickle the bioship's pleasure centre. A purring sound
came from deep within the ship's belly.
Several hours went by before refueling was finished.
A day later the bioship was at the Jumppoint. Shee'karr
sent a message using the N-space communicator, then
Jumped to the Grand Fleet.
The Human Task Force waited for several days
before they received the following message: "Phenon
Grand Fleet in system 8C5790. Jump coordinates are
345900094567. Cleared to Jump immediately."
Only one navigator, a young Terran Lieutenant,
thought to check the coordinates. Before the computer
results came out, however, his ship had already
Jumped.
"...ossible! We're too close to the collapsar!"
Stilles checked his instruments. "Sorry, sir. We're in
the collapsar." Seconds later, due to time dilation, the
entire Human Task Force Jumped into the black hole
along with the Bastogne.
Shee'karr looked out of a nearby window. Before
him lay the Jumpgate. It had taken them several
months to prepare, but they were now ready. The
Jumpgatefired up and a ship jumped through it, only to
find itself surrounded by the Phenon Grand Fleet. If
Shee'karr could have smiled, he would have, for the
first ship to be liberated from the collapsar Veta 459
was the Scoutship Bastogne.
Shee'karr could feel the child within him. He had
been chosen by his four mates to carry their child. It
was an honour. So was his promotion to First Plata,
equivalent to a Terran Captain. iHe was the first mil-
itary courier in Phenon history to be given a field com-
mission for original thinking.
It would take a few years but eventually all of the
humans would be released. One at a time, of course.
Then maybe the Phenons would tell them how the first
Phenon/Human war ended without bloodshed due to
the ingenuity of an alien mailman.
This story was the winner of the 1985 Science-
Fiction Club Short Story contest.
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